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Abstract: This work presents temperatureimpact on ZnO nanostructures growth when synthesized via solvo-thermal technique. For a
temperature range of:70, 100, 130 and 160 ºC, and precursors of Zinc acetate dihydrate and sodium hydroxide (both dissolved in
methanol)we noticed an obvious temperature impact on the grain size and hence an obvious variation on the corresponding band gap
energy. Having the fact that ZnO is a semiconductor; variation of ZnO nanostructures band gap energy means variation of quantum
confinement effect; which is considered to be an essential parameter to tune semiconductors optical and electrical properties. This work
also presents solvent impact on ZnO nanostructures growth when synthesized via hydro-solvo-thermal technique at temperatures of 70
ºC and 150ºC, and precursors of Zinc acetate dihydrate and sodium hydroxide; both dissolved in H2O:Methanole solution mixtures of:
1:3,2:2, 3:1 and 1:3. Again, we noticed an obvious solvent impact on ZnO nanostructures shapes and sizes. Morphology, crystalline
structure and optical properties of ZnO nanostructures were determined using field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM),
X-ray diffraction crystallography (XRD) and UV-Vis spectroscopy. SEM measurements showed particles sizes increment as
temperatures increase. XRD measurements showed hexagonal crystalline-wurtzite phase structures in all temperatures. UV-vis
measurements showed red shifts absorptions as a result of particles sizes increment, and hence, decrement for the corresponding band
gap energy in comparison with the bulk one.Average sizes of ZnO nanostructures varied between 50 to 500nm.
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1. Introduction
Nanomaterials are materials of the recent era. Since the
discovery of SEM in 1960s [1, 2] the potential of small
hidden world start to be exposed. Today this small hidden
world is known as the world of nanomaterials. A milestone
scientific revolution started when researchers discovered the
possibility and flexibility to create endless lists of shapes
and sizes of nanomaterials using cheap or expensive, simple
or complex methodologies to rationally synthesis materials
with the desired electronic and optical properties[3-7].
Interestingly, the matter has not limited to nanomaterials
synthesis, thought, researchers started to go yet beyond
nature to create their own nanomaterials, and hence it was
the discovery of metamaterials; enormous scientific
materials with enormous potentials widely being used in
military, industrial and health sectors [8-14].General
concepts of nanomaterials and metamaterials are far beyond
the limitation of this work. This work may only considers
the impact of temperature and solvent on ZnO
nanostructures growth level when synthesized via hydrosolvo-thermal technique[15,16].Law temperature-based
methodology of solvothermal (or Hydrothermal if water is
used as a solvent) is a cheap and powerful technique widely
used to synthesize wide ranges of nanostructures starting
from single crystal molecules up to nanowires. In this
technique, essential parameters such as growth temperature,
incubation time, solvents species, precursors species and
precursors concentrations are needed to be determined in
order to produce well-designed nanostructures in a
controlled manner.ZnO is a semiconductor with wide
semiconducting-based band gap energy averaged as 3.3 eV
and large exciton binding energy namely as 60 meV[17-19].

As such, the variation of ZnO nanostructures shapes and
sizeswould affect the band gap energy and hence, affect the
quantum confinement effect. The latest is considered to be
an essential parameter to rationally tune semiconductors
optical and electrical properties. ZnO nanostructures are
widely used as: UV light emitters at room temperature[20],
photo catalysts in solar cells[21], corrosion inhibitors[22],
biosensors and gas sensors[23,24].

2. Synthesis of ZnO nanostructures
ZnO nanostructures were synthesized using zinc acetate
dihydrate (Zn(CH3COO)2.2H2O) and sodium hydroxide
(NaOH) as precursors. This to prepare ZnO via Zinc
hydroxide oxidation under severe conditions of high
temperature and high pressure using Teflon lined stainless
steel autoclave hydrothermal system, see Figure1. In fact,
ZnO is formed as a result of the following reaction:

Using methanol as a solvent, a solution of 0.5M
Zn(CH3COO)2.2H2O was mixed at a molar ratio of 1:10
with 5M NaOH under continuous magnetic stirring. The
mixture was then transferred into a Teflon-lined-stainless
steel autoclave, well-sealed and heated at temperatures range
of: 70, 100, 130 and 160°C for 24 hours. The reactor was
then cooled to room temperature, and the product was
filtered and washed with de-ionized water until the pH of
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final solution was 7.0. It was then had the final wash with
ethanol to eventually dried at 100 °C for 12h.

was generated using polynomial fit tools form software
package of Origin 6.1. Via this relation, it is possible to
estimate, in advance, the band gap energy (and hence
electrical and optical properties) for ZnO nanostructures at a
particular range of temperatures or sizes.

Figure 1: Autoclave Teflon lined stainless steel: apart (a)
and attached to the control unit in the hydrothermal system
(b).

3. Characterizations
UV-vis spectra showed absorption peaks at: 364, 368, 370
and374nm for: 70, 100, 130 and 160 °C, respectively, see
Figure 2. Absorption peaks are used to be highly affected by
several factors such as:
band gap energy, oxygen
deficiency, crystal size and structure, surface roughness in
addition to impurity centres[25].

Figure 2: UV-vis absorption spectra at the region of (250800) nm for ZnO nanostructures synthesized via
hydrothermal technique at temperatures rang of (70-160) °C.
Note the absorption peaks of: 364, 368, 370 and 374 for: 70,
100, 130, and 160 °C, respectively, indicating red shifts as a
result of particles sizes increment i.e. decrement for the band
gap energy namely as: 3.408, 3.371, 3.353 and 3.317eV,
respectively.
From equation E = h.C/λ(where h is the Plank constant =
4.135667 x10-15 eV.s, C is the speed of light = 3.00x108
m/s and λ is the maximum wavelength of the absorption
peaks), values of band gap energy were found to be equal to:
3.408, 3.371, 3.353 and 3.317eV ata temperatures range of:
70,100,130 and160°C, respectively, see Figure 3.Obviously,
values of band gap energy decrease as the wavelength of
absorption peaks increasewheretemperatures increase. From
SEM images, shown in Figure 4, when temperatures
increase the grain sizes increase as well. This implies that as
grain sizes increase the band gap energy decrease;and this is
how tomanipulate the efficiency of semiconducting
properties. Our results come to an agreement with Karmakar
group [26].From other hand,relation in Figure 3 could be
expressed using a polynomial fit of:Y =218.865671.72638X+0.00463X2-4.16667E-6X3; anexpression which

Figure 3: The relation of band gap energy (calculated from
E = h.C/λ) and the corresponding absorption wavelengths
peaks taken from Figure2. Note how the values of the band
gap energy decrease as the wavelength of absorption peaks
increase. This could be expressed using a polynomial fit of:Y
= 218.86567 - 1.72638 X + 0.00463 X 2- 4.16667E-6 X 3. By
means of this relation,one can estimate the band gap energy,
and hence, predict the electrical and optical properties for
ZnO nanostructures at a particular range of temperatures or
sizes.
FE-SEM images showed an obvious temperature and solvent
impacton ZnO nanostructures growth leveland morphology.
This is consistent with others who derived the same
conclusion but with different range of temperatures and
different solvents; indicating an enormous flexibility on
tuning electrical and optical properties for such cheap and
powerful materials[26]. Generally speaking, as temperature
increase the grain size increase as well; an effect which
could be attributed to the natural trend of ZnO molecules to
assemble and bond at high temperatures. Figure4. shows
SEM images for ZnO nanostructures growth starting from
>100nm polygonal like shapescondensed horizontally along
two dimensions at 70 °C to >100nm polygonal like shapes
irregularly aggregated along three dimensions at 100 °C;
then developed to >100nm polygonal and spherical like
shapes condensed vertically along three dimensions at 130
°C; and then to>500nm rode like shapes at 150 °C; to end up
with a combination of >500nm rode like shapes
and>1000nm octahedron like shapes at180 °C.Regarding
solvent effect, Figure 5 shows SEM images for ZnO
nanostructures variation starting from (100-500)nm cubes
and hexagonal prisms like shapes in aqueous solutions to
>100nm polygonal like shapes a mixture solution of 1:3
H2O:Methanole.
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Figure 5: SEM images for ZnO nanostructures synthesized
via autoclave hydro-solvo-thermal technique using solution
mixtures of H2O:Methanole of: 1:3, 2:2, 3:1 and 1:3. Note
the solvent effect on ZnO nanostructures shapes and sizes.
Shapes and sizes variation start from (100-500) nm cubes
plus hexagonal prisms like shapes in aqueous solutions to
>100 nm polygonal like shapes in a mixture solution of 1:3
H2O:Methanole. Temperatures and NaOH concentration are
shown in-set.

Figure 4: SEM images for ZnO nanostructures synthesized
at different temperatures using Teflon lined stainless steel
autoclave hydrothermal system. Note the impact of
temperature rise on nanostructures shapes and sizes.
Nanostructures growth start from >100nm polygonal like
shapes condensed horizontally along two dimensions at 70
°Cto >100nm polygonal like shapes irregularly aggregated
along three dimensions at 100 °C;then developed to >100nm
polygonal and spherical like shapes condensed vertically
along three dimensions at 130 °C; and then to >500nm rode
like shapes at 150 °C; to end up with a combination of
>500nm rode like shapes and >1000nm octahedron like
shapes at 180°C.

For temperatures range of :70, 100, 130 and 160 oCXRD
crystallography
showed
intense
diffractionlines
corresponding to plane configurations of: 100, 002, 101,
102, 110, 103, 200, 112 and 201; perfectly agree with the
standard reference data of (JCPDS: 36-1451) card for ZnO
powder; indicating hexagonal crystallite structures with
wurtzite phase, see Figure 6.The effect of temperature
variation on crystallites formation could be concluded when
looking individually at XRD diffraction lines for each plane
configuration appeared in Figure 6. Such effect could be
concluded from the variation of XRD diffraction lines
positions, widths and intensities,see Figure 7 (a-g). Having a
closer look at diffraction lines of each plane configuration
for each temperature one would conclude a uniform and
nonuniform strain crystallite deformations. According to
Khorsand Zak groupin addition to others[28-31], variation of
diffraction line peak positionsindicate uniform strain
crystallite deformations, while variation of diffraction line
peak widths and intensities indicate nonuniform strain
crystallite deformations. Diffractions at low Bragg`s angles
with narrow intense peaks indicate decent crystallinity.

Figure 6: XRD crystallography for ZnO nanostructures at
temperature range of :70, 100, 130 and 160 oC. Note the
reflection peaks corresponding to plane configurations of:
100, 002, 101, 102, 110, 103, 200, 112 and 201. Spectra
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pattern perfectly agree with standard reference data of
(JCPDS: 36-1451) card for ZnO powder; indicating
hexagonal crystallite structures with wurtzite phase.

Figure 7(a-g): Zooming in XRD diffraction lines for each
plane configurations appeared in Figure 6. Note the effect of
temperature variation on crystallites formation. The effect of
temperature variation could be concluded from the variation
of XRD diffraction lines positions, widths and intensities.

4. Conclusion
In conclusion, we report temperatures impact on the grain
size (with crystalline geometry remains constant as
hexagonal with wurtzite phase) of ZnO nanostructures while
synthesized. This means variation of temperatures could
vary ZnO nanostructures electrical and optical properties.
Essentially, ZnO nanostructures could be synthesized at as
low temperature as 70 oC using cheap and simple technique
of hyro-solvothermal.
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